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Splashdown Moved
Because Of Storm

The Tennessee Valley AssocBy BILL FERGUSON
iation of Test Demonstration
SPACE CENTER VI — If
Farm Families, holding their
you think the Apollo 11 astro16th annual meeting in Murray
nauts are going to get a royal
today and tomorrow, will be atwelcome, you should See what
tended by approximately 300
they're planning for the rocks.
people according to Extension
By BRUCE A. COOK
Some of the brightest people
Specialist C. 0. Bondurant who
ABOARD USS HORNET (UPI) — Apollo 11's astronauts,
in the world have gathered at
is in charge of local arrange- their footprints stamped forever in history with 21 memorable
the Space Center to welcome
ments. Attendance estimates hours on the moon, streaked home today to the south Pacific
two boxes filled with dirt and
turned in by states are Ala., 40, and 18 days of total isolation.
rocks, a roll of foil and a used
Ga. 8, Miss. 42, North CaroPresident Nixon headed the welcome committee aboard
vacuum cleaner bag.
lina 31, Tenn. 150 and Va.
this aircraft carrier 1,000 miles southwest of Honolulu.
Dean Crutchfield
The cargo was inbound from
TVA will have 8 to 10 repreNeil A. Armstrong, Michael Collins and Edwin E Aldrin
the lunar See of Tranquillity
sentatives and 40 to 50 Ken- Jr.. cut a fiery path through earth's atmosphere after nearly a
via Apollo 11 and scheduled to
tuckians are expected to attend
splashdown in the South Pacific
some pert of the program.
Thursday afternoon along with
Kentuckians who plan .to atAstronauts Neil A. Argastrone,,
tend the. banquet Friday night
ASTRONAUTS' "NOME" FOR 18 DAYS—Above is an aerial view of the Lunar Receiving
Edwin E. Aldrin and Michael
are requested to get tickets by
Laboratory, Building 37, at Space Center, Houston, Tex., where Apollo 11 Moon astroCollins.
A gospel meeting will be con- 10:30 a.m. Friday.
nauts Neil Armstrong, Edwin Aldrin and Michael Collins will be quarantined for 18 days
Buzz Aldrin, Neil Armstrong and Mike Collins dropped
VIP Treatment
Friendship
ducted
the
at
Kentucky is represented on
while scientists try to make sure they brought no Moon germs back with them.
Then the VIP very important Church of Christ beginning Suninto the Pacific Ocean about 40 miles southwest of Honothe Board,of Directors by Leon
property treatment begins.
lulu and In miles south of Johnston Island at 12:50 p.m.
day, July 2'7, and continuing Clark of Trigg County and LarThe kmar sasnples, including through August 2. Services will
(EDT)-195 hours 17 minutes after they blasted away from
ry Wilson of Graves County,
the two containers of rocks and
haunch pad 39A at Cape Kennedy.
be conducted Sunday morning
Miss Judy Kelso, 1968 Purcore samples collected by Armat 11 and each evening at 7:45. chase Area Dairy Princess asstrong and Aldrin on the lunar
The seas werv warm and moderate and the sun was
Bro. Dean Crutchfield will be sisted by Miss Marsha Hendon,surface will be hoisted aboard
Just coming up over the ocean
the speaker for this meeting.
- ea princess for 1967 and Miss
the carrier USS Hornet still
Bro. Crutchfield is a native Susan Joseph, Marshall County
inside the "Columbia" comFive minutes after splashdown, a helicopter reported
of Fulton. His wife is the form- princess for 1968, will serve
The twenty-first wreck report mend ship.
to the ship that "two flotation bags (the balloons) are visier Mary Baker of Mounds, Ill. dairy products refreshments
for the month of July in the
The rocks, along with the
ble at this time."
They have three sons, Gary, a during recess at the meeting
City of Murray was filed Wed(CoMinuect
Pace Three)
seniar at Calloway County High assembled in the MSU Student
nesday at 2:48 p.m. by the in"It is coming upright," another circling airplane said.
Sch -Joi, Lee, a freshman at the Union Ballroom on Friday
estigating officers of the MurYou can tell a male pancake
same school, and Edward, two morning.
Two persons were injured in ray Police Department.
from a female pancake by the a two car collision
years old.
No injuries were reported.
that occurrway they are stacked.
Bro. Crutchfield is now in
ed late yesterday afternoon at
Police said Noah Gerald
his third year of preaching for
the intersection of Highways Paschall of Murray Route One,
million miles in space, completing a goal President John F. Kenor on which end of a can to 783 and 1880,
the Green Plain Church o
according
driving a 1963 Chevrolet truck
nedy set for the nation eight years ago.
open. With so many aluminum tucky State Trooper to Kentime
During
that
Christ,
Hazel.
Several cases were k;ard in
Charles owned by Kerigas, was backing
They brought with them a priceless cargo of moon rocks.
cans on the market one end Stephenson.
out of Hook's Wheel Alignment the Calloway County Court of he has been the regular speakThe 60 pounds of rocks, in the boxes, were to be flown immedhad to be steel in order that it
Broadcast,
Gospel
the
on
er
Mrs. Carolyn Parks and Mrs. into North 4th Street.
Judge Hall McCuiston during
iately by jet direct to the U.S. Space Center near Houston, Tex.,
could cling to the electric can Marilyn Lax, both of
The Paschall truck collided the past week. Records show which is heard each Sunday
Murray
where scientists were eagerly waiting to start detailed examinaapeners. Therefore the little Route Four, were treated
WNBS.
In
8:30
miming at
on
for with the 1969 Plymouth two the following occurred:
tions.
sign on the can shows which minor injuries at
the emer- door owned by Ray Jackson
Daniel M. Dunn. Murray addition to his full-time work
Nixon was joined by Secretary of State William P. Rogers
end to open so that the right gency room of the
Murray-Cal- Buckingham of 422 South 9th Route Two, speeding, fined with churches in Alaska, Maine
and Dr. Thomas 0. Paine, administrator of the National Aeroend would be next to the can loway County Hospital,
Kentucky,
been
also
has
he
accord- Street that was parked at Hen- 810.00 costs $18.00; State Po- and
The Murray State University nautics and Space Administration, for the welcome aboard the
opener. This is being resolved ing to hospital officials.
active in evangelistic work and
den's Service Station, according lice.
Summer Concert Band uncle recovery carrier.
by coating each end of the alumchurches
in
40
served
some
has
Trooper Stephenson said Mrs. to the police report.
Charles Redden, Murray, pub
the direction of Prof. Paul W.
inum can with zinc or some Parts, driving a 1965
Damage to the Plymouth was lic drunkenness, given five days eight states, Canada, and India,
Falcon,
World Watches
Shahan will present a concerl
thing that is affected by a mag- was going west on
in that capacity.
Highway on the left front fender and in jail; Jailer.
net. This allows you to open 1880, and bad stopped
The world was watching. Americans prepared for a weekJim Hurt will be in charge of "light" band music tonight
at the quarter panel, but no damage
Paul E. Butterworth, Murray
In the new University High end of celebration — from which the astronauts themselves
either end of the can.
Intersection of Highway 783 was reported to the truck.
Route One, speeding. fined of the singing at each service. School
Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. would be sealed away in quarantine to make sure they had
The public is cordially invitfor traffic.
$10.00 costs $18.00; State PoThe Summer band is made brought no diseases back from the moon.
No earthshaking problem, but
services.
these
attend
to
ed
Mrs. Lax, driving a 1964 Vallice.
up of students from local high
Just one of those things.
Since their launch from Cape Kennedy July Id, Armstrong,
iant, was going north on HighGary Allen Thomas, Route
schools as well as University Aldrin and Collins had travelled 952,700 miles through
way 783, turned east on Highspace,
Five, Cadiz, speeding, fined
and Graduate students.
and Armstrong and Aldrin landed on the moon in their Eagle
(Continued on Page Three) (Continued on Page Three)
$10.00 costs $18.00; State PoMr. John Graham from Green- lunar lender to take the step Armstrong called "a great
leap
The annual homecoming will lice.
ville, Kentucky will guest con- for mankind."
be held at the Mt. Carmel Unit- ,
Steven D. White, Hazel Route
duct Handers Prelude and FuColumbia, the name they bestowed on their command ship,
ed Methodist Church on Sun- Two, driving while intoxicated,
ghetta which should prove to plowed into the upper atmosphere at 24,000 m.p.h.
80 miles over
(hay, July 27. The church is lo- fined $100.00 costs $13.00; State
be one of the highlights of the Australia
cated two miles north of Kirk- Police.
program.
The splashdown point was switched 250 miles east of the
sey.
James Collins, Murray Route
Other numbers je.be perform- original target to avoid heavy thunderstorms.
Rev. James Baker, pastor et Montinilid onP..
ed by the 30 member band are:
Three)
the church, will preach at 11
"Music for a Masque" by PurHistoric Treasures
FINED IN MAYFIELD
a.m. A basket dinner will be
KNOXVILLE (UPI) — T h e cell; "Variation Overture" by
The ship is carrying a hisserved at noon.
Tennessee Valley Authority has Williams; "Colorama" by Peter
toric treasure — 80 pounds of
Mary Jane Harris of Paducah 106 and Toopie Thomas of the
Singing will be held in the
announced an increase in elec- De Rose; "El Rio Argento" by
Ronald Wayne Crabtree o f 'rocks, dust and dirt from the
was the champion of the first Oaks was second with 111. Eve- afternoon featuring the Ken.
tricity rates effective Aug. 1, Budka and -Tropical Twilight" Hazel was fined ten dollars and moon, and priceless film of
Ladies Invitational Golf Tour- (Continued on Page Three)
tucky Gospel Singers from Ca.
just five months after an eight by Osterling.
Untied Pr•ss Interestlenni
nament held at the Oaks Councost on reckless driving and ten Armstrong and Aldrin's 21diz along with many other gos
The concert is open to the dollars
per cent hike.
try Club on Wednesday.
and costs for not hav- hour sojourn on the lunar surpel singers.
The new increases, ranging public without charge.
ing a state inspection sticker in face Sunday and Monday.
The public is invited to atfor
cent
per
two
from
six
to
Mostly cloudy today through
Mrs. Harris and Mrs. Saundra
the Mayfield City Court, accordThe change was not expected
tend.
Edwards of the Oaks Club tied
Friday with scattered showers. homeowners and to as high as
ing to the report published in to affect President Nixon's arwith a score of 84 for the
High today in the upper 80s. eight per cent for industries,
the Mayfield Messenger.
rival on the Hornet from the
were announced 4Wednesday
Low tonight 64 to 74
championship but Mary Jane
FIVE CITED
(Continued on Page Eight)
The
Murray
night.
Sub-district will
won on the second hole in a
meet at the lake Thursday, July
The average home served by
sudden death playoff.
LAKE DATA
Five persons were cited by
24, at 7:30.
Kentucky Lake: 7 a m. 357.5, TVA power pays all a month.
Betty Vowell of Fulton was
The recreation will begin at the Murray Police Department down 0.3; below dam 307.0, For such a home, the agency
third with a wore of 85. Wanda 4:00 p.m. for interested
on Wednesday. They were three
said, the latest increase wouid
down 0.1.
perMullinaz of Rolling Hills and sons. Persons attending a
r e for speeding, one for unnecesBarkley Lake: 7 a m. 357.8, amount to some 55 cents month- Mrs. Robert (Carrie E.) Davis
Ann Hoffman of Mayfield tied asked to bring a sack lunch and sary noise, and one for driving
f Fulton Route One passed adown 0.2; below darn 307.2, ly.
for fourth with a 89 and Wanda drinks.
while intoxicated, no operator's
y Wednesday at seven p.m.
The boost was TVA's first apdown 0.5.
winning in the sudden death
Everyone is invited to attend license, and improper registraplication on an escalator provi- at the Obion County Rest Home,
Sunrise 5:55; sunset 8:11.
playoff on the first hole.
tion.
thia meeting.
sion incorporated into the agen- Union City, Tenn.
cy's wholesale and retail sched- The deceased was 78 years of
Joan Fuller of Fulton with
(Continued on Page Three)
ules in 1967.
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A TVA spokesman said in the patient at Vanderbilt Hospital,
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MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS

EL !SION SCHEDULE

11131ILLIESID by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Ina, Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and
The Tlines-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian,
January 1,1943.
let N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentneity aim

Stanley F. Yolles, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health
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THURSDAY EvENiNG PROGRAMS
f

ST. LOUIS (UPI) — Charles
Pillars, a self-taught musician
who works at the St. Louis Post
Office, is the newest member
of the Municipal Opera orchestra. The Muny opera is
celebrating its 50th anniversary this year.
Pillars, a Negro, has been
playing horns since the '205.
He had little formal training.
A native of Little Rock, Ariz.,
Pillars said he came from a
musical family, and credited
his grandfather with encouraging his musical interests.
"I learned the sCales as a
youngster in school," he said,
"but my brother taught me
most of the elementals and I
learned the rest by sitting in
with experts at every opportunity."
Pillars and his brother,
Hayes, have played in bands in
summer engagements on Mississippi riverboats.
Pillars said he continued his
musical studies while in the
Air Force from 1942 US 1945,
playing with the Great Lakes
Band, and later traveled with
a band to the Far East on a
USO-sponsored trip. He plays
the tenor, alto and baritone
saxaphone and the clarinet.
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FRIDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

ABOARD APOLLO 11 - Astronaut Michael Collins, talking on
television about the near flawless performance by equipment
during the moonshot and pointing to a parachute compartment
which holds parachutes that will brake the spacecraft just before
splashdown today:
"These parachutes over our heads must work perfectly, or
we'll plummet into the ocean,"
ABOARD APOLLO ll - Astronaut Buzz Aldrin, reflecting on the
totality of the lunar landing mission:
"We've come to the conclusion that this has been far more than
three men on a voyage to the moon. We feel that this stands as a
symbol of the insatiable curiosity of all mankind to explore the
unknown."
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - A record company executive, commenting
on the rash of swiftly penned songs on the moon inspired by the
Apollo ll flight:
"When some great historical event happens, housewives, truck
drivers and everybody else who thinks they are songwriters start
sending in all this junk."
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Country JOuraill

:V Morning Show
-30 Morning Show
Junction
Country
Junction: News.Wthr.
Captain Kangaroo
:SO Toiler/ Wthr.
Captain Kangaroo
30 Today
Mike Douglas Show
Takes Two
:00
Mike Douglas Show
:30 Concentration
Amity of Mayberry
:00 PerSonallty
:30 Hollywood Squares Dick Van Dyke ShOw
of Life, News
Love
:011 Jeuesardy
Search for Tomorrow
:30 Eye Guess

Bozo Show
Bozo Show
Bozo Micw
Bozo Show
Lucy Show
Hazel
Barbara Moore Show
Barbara ;Moore Show
Bewitched
Funny You Should Ask

FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROCkAMS
Noon show
As the World turns
Dream

11 :00
E. :30 Noon Show
:00 Days of Our L'Vt.%
I
I
:30 Doctors
JO Another Woe
, Say
M You Doc
Vin
t?: Game; News
- 30
:SO Allen Ludden's
:30 Gallery
:00 Summer Afternoon
30 Huntley Brink iey

2
3
4

News, Smiting Cony
Many Solendorect
Guiding Light
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Lassie
Linkletter Shaw; News
Moyle'
"Astounding $he •
Monster"
.,
CBS t yeninq News

House
Lets Make a Dial
Newlywed Game
Dating GMT*
General Hocilat
On. Life to Live
Dark Shadow's
Batman
Beverly H i tip lis
e
i Love Lucy
News
Bronco

FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

0

:00 News: Wthr ; Sots.
:30 High Chaparral
s
:00 High Chaparral
:30 Name of the Game
:CO Name of the Game
:30 Name of the Game
The•SaInt
:30 The Saint
:00 News, Wthr., Sots
:30 Tonight Show
Show
:31 'Tf:nniitfit Show

9 :0D
I1

News: Wthr ; Sports
Wild Wild West
Wild Wild West
Gomer Pyle. ItYMC
Movie'
"Westward the
Women"
Movie
News; Wthr.; Snorts
Ray Anthony Show
Ray Anthony Show
Moyle:
"Way of a Gaucho"
Meyer

Bronco
Let's Make a Deal
John Davidson Show
JOhn Davidson Show
Judd for the Defense
Judd for the Defense_
Dick Craven ShowDick Cavell Show
News Wthr ; Sports
Movie:
"Nightmare in the
Sun"
Movie: Joey Bishop
Joey Bishop Show
Joey Bishop Show
Joey Bishco ,.Show

RURAL MENTAL
HEALTH SERVICES
BEGINNING
If you live in a rural area,
the chances of getting the kind
of treatment needed for mental
illness are much poorer than
if you live in or near a major
city.
Take the case of Jim Smith.
That's not his real name, but
his case illustrates the point
that mental health services are
urgently required right in the
areas where people live—not
many miles away.
Jim lived with his sister and
her husband on their farm in
the midwest and worked there
for years. •
.
He was a gloomy man,
though, forever predicting war
and depression. His fears became more and more unreasonable. He began to talk of
"enemies" hiding in the fields.
Finally, he grew so terrified that
he refused to go out of the
house, cowered in corners except at mealtimes, and spoke
less and less to anyone
His sister and brother-in-law
couldn't find adequate mental
health treatment. They sadly
concluded that he would have to
be "put away." He was committed to the State mental hospital many miles away.
This happened five years ago.
Jim Smith is still there. But it
could have happened this year.
It can keep on happening-until there are adequate, acces-

NASHVILLE, Tenn. - A verse from a new song about the moon:
"One-eyed /tweeters may parade it, but the Russians won't
Invade it, I'm building a honky tonk on the Moon."

Covet earnestly the best gifts. — 1 Corinthians 12:31.
We sometimes covet that which is tawdry and harmful. We
should learn to appreciate the difference between gold and brass,
between tinsel and jewels, between temporal and eternal.

stble resources within financial
reach of the family needing
them and within their area.
Mental and other hospitals
are improving their programs to
get many persons back on their
feet, so to speak, and returned
to their communities in weeks
or months, not years.
Then, tied in with hospitals,
there is the big new community
mental health centers program.
Federal laws to improve mental
health services for all Americans now make rural areas eligible to receive funds to develop
mental health services of many
kinds—most of them outside of
hospital walls.
About one-third of the States
are already using these Federal
funds to establish rural mental
health services. To be eligible, a
service area should contain
75,000 to 200,000 people. But
mere is no limit on the geographical area; and the services
can cover many counties.
In the west, for example, a
single center may serve a huge
area, bringing new services to a
geographically large community
that will make it unnecessary to
"send Jim away."
Already there are well over
100 community mental health
centers serving rural counties—
and more are developing all the
time. We are still far from being
able to help all the Jim Smiths
that need treatment where they
live, but we are on the way.
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Jessica in 'Defense'
HOLLYVVOOD (UPI)—Jessic& Tandy will star in an episode of -Judd For The Defense."

Today thru Tue.

Atkins as Bandit
HOLLYWOOD ( U P I) —
Claude Atkins will play a bandit leader in "The Great Bank
Robbery" for Warner Bros.

KUM EVERY GRAVE
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Guest Star
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —Jeff
Donnell, one-time video wife ofl
George Gobel, will play a gueststar role in the new television,
series "Julia."

THAILAND

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Unlversal Studios and Mark Robson's Red Lion Productions
will co-produce "Roundabout."
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NIXON GOES GLOBE-HOPPING The map traces Prtsident Nixon's visits to Asia and Romania, including a stop aboard the U.S. carrier Hornekrto greet the Apollo
11 crew. Last
stop before returning home will be a visit with Prime Minister Wilson in
England.

Congress—object to the Chief
Executive hauling around
a
large group of journalists at
Uncle Sam's expense and for
his own glorification.
All this is not to say that
.1_t
,yphoid fever and hepatitis.
By MERRIMAN SMITH
Nixon's trip to Asia and Ea
UPI White House Repotee-- - The press party will move in mania will not cost the -tem
WASHINGTON (13'D — En- two chartered airline jets, the payers a lot of money. It will
vious of those repenters who'll big Boeing 707s for intercon- for the planning, protection
be travelling with the President tinental travel. The rental of and communications involved
from Apollo 11 spiashdovrn in such aircraft for 11 days and in such a Presidential journe)
the Pacific to romantic Buds- nights is an expensive matter— Js monumental.
'eat behind the Iron Curtain? an expense borne by the newsWell, to begin with, it takes gathering organizations and not
BEST SELLERS
a lot of company money — by the government, as many
(UPI)
plus endurance. Also a know- Americans believe.
(eesselled by Publishers' Weekly)
The President will have a few
ledge of communications from
Sac parts of the world such as reporters and photographers
Fiction
Jakarta, Indonesia, where it is aboard his plane, Air Force AIRPORT--Arthur Halley
THE SALZBURG CONNECTIONdifficult to telephone someone One, as akpournalistic pool, but
-Helen Macinnes
two blocks away, much less the employers of these pool TESTIMONY OF TWO MEN—
Taylor Caldwell
back to a nevnipaper or broad- members will have to pay the PRESERVE AND PROTECT—
Allen Drury
cast station in the United same bill as that charged to COUPLES
--John Updike
States.
passengers on the chartered THE SENATOR—Drew Pearson
TRUE GRIT--Charles Perils
President Nixon's trip to the press jets. This is because mem- THE FIRST CIRCLE—
Alekeandr Solzhenitsyn
Pacific and on to Romania be- bership is in Presidential pool
RED SKY AT MORNING—
gins Tuesday and about 150 rotates from plane to plane.
Richard Bradford
will be in the press party trayThere is nothing particularly HEAVEN HELP THH—Herbert Tarr
ding with or near him.
new about this arrangement,
Nonfiction
In the two weeks leading up but every time a President tra- THE MONEY GAME—Adam Smith
THE RICH AND THE SUPER-RICH—
to the beginning of his trip, vels extensively, some people-Ferdinand Lundberg
the preas-radio party—as well including some members of THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE
Sereen-Schreiber
•
as members of the accompaning
official staff—have been taking
shots to prevent plague, chole
ra, yellow fever, small porz,

Washigton Window

NOW FOR APOLLO 12 -Two crew members of the next U.S.
Moon landing mission—Apollo 12--watch the television intently at the Space Center in Houston, Tex., as Apollo 11
nears the end of its historic space voyage. They are astronauts Charles (Pete) Conrad (left) and Alan Bean.

Replace your old picture tube with the highest
and net an II-year warranty at no extrs cost/.

quality
-

FOLKS, DON'T BE MISLED BY OTHERS ...
CALL OR COME BY AND SEE US!

TV SERVICE CENTER
112 N. 4th Street

753-5110

FLY BAIT

You can pay less for Fly
Bait, you can pay more
' you can, buy it colored
blue, red, yellow or
pink, but why take a
chance? If you have a
Fly tiroblem outside, use

N SONNY HOOKS
WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

Fly Bait
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NEIL ARMSTRONG
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ASTRONAUT
CLOSED
All Day Friday

GUARANTEED

WAPAKONETA

so that we can move to our
new location at 408 North 4th,
Street, to better - serve our
custor-ters.
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KENTUCKY

Two Injured

National League Tops
American League-9-3

Five, public drunkenness, fined (Continued From Page One)
$10.00 costs $18.00; Sheriff.
way 1880, and collided with the
Jeffrey T. Duke, Kirksey Parks car waiting at the interRoute One, speeding, fined section, according to the troop$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po- er.
lice.
Damage to the Valiant was on
James P. Davis, Auburn, Ala., the right front and to the Falspeeding, fined $10.00 costs con on the front.
PONY LEAGUE BASEBALL
$18.00; State Police.
any overwhelming strength of the
The accident occurred about
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
Jean M. Santo, Chicago,
Nationals.
5:15 p.m. at the intersection loUPI
Sports
Editor
Reader calls to say he has reBy W. G. Cutchin
without license, fined cated about 6.4 miles south of
gistered a first. His self wind- fishing
Season Standings
Departmert Murray.
"We fielded very badly in the
(Continued From Page One)
WASHINGTON UPI -Remember
ing watch ran down while he $15.00 costs $18.00;
Team
W. L. Pct.
Wildlife.
Fish
and
of
beginning and we were far behind
Kentucky
Trooper
State
Stepwas watching the marathon TV
when
Orioles
13 2 .868
Charles Brashears, Sikeston, henson investigated another ac- lyn Bartow of Village Greens,
by the time we settled down,"
production on the moon voyage.
Folks said the pitchers were
12 3 .800
Mo., fishing without license, fin- cident on the Penny-Airport Beverly Spann of the Oaks,
Smith
said.
running baseball the way they're
9 6 .600
Jeannie Varini of HopkinsvUle, Astros_
The cannonading all was craHerne,'kiln in man is almost in- ed $15.00 costs $18.00; Depart- Road yesterday about 4:15 p.m. and Elizabeth Slushsneyer each Dodgers
LAKE,
KIAMESHA
N.
UPI
Y.
was
That
dominating
game?
the
5 10 .333
ment of Fish and Wildlife.
mmed into the first four innings.
Vehicles involved were a 1967
distinguishable from that o f
4 11 .266 Mickey Wright, Kathy Whitworth only last year.
Ronald G. Farris, 900 North Pontiac, owned by Fred T. had scones of 114 with the draw Phils
The Nationals got a gift run in
the gorilla and the chimpanzee.
and Carol Mann, the big three
Mets
the
Some
older
thought
folks
2
13
of
order
.133
out
owning
in
the
16th Street, Murray, speeding, Doughty and driven by Michael
of women's professional golf, All-Star games should be ter- the first inning with the help
Batting A•verages
their names for the prises.
If you pull off the dead blooms fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State Lassiter of South 12th Street,
and 60 other outstanding women minated because the American of Frank Howard's muff of Hank
of All-Stars
Golfers from Paducah, Fuland a 1968 GMC pickup truck
on Marigolds, they'll bloom Police.
Jackson,
Orioles
pros opened play today in the League was obviously much bett- Aaron's fly ball, added two in the
Greens,
Village
Mayfield,
ton,
.327
Howard Scott, Murray, cold driven by L. D. Todd of Alma.
more profusely.
Purcell,
15th
Orioles
annual Ladies Professional er than the National? That was second on Johnny Bench's homer
Hopkinsville,
.304
Paris,
checking, amended to disorderly
Trooper Stephenson said Todd Benton,
that Schoendienst called the "key
Lockhart,
Orioles
382 Golfers Association champion- back in the 1930s.
conduct, fined $10.00 costs 923-- was going north and had start- Tenn., Calloway, and the Oaks
hit" of the game, five more in
Ow Oscar is getting larger. He
Pinkston,
Orioles
ship,
.308
Clubs
for
registered
the
were
Well,
anybody
dearie,
still
be00; Sheriff.
----- ed to make a left turn into the
'ail consumed the shiners we
Landon, Orioles
A record winner's purse of lieving those things must have a third-inning rally that McCovey
160
Patricia C. Ford, Meyfteld, driveway of Austelle Crouse special tournament
R.
put_ la_ bit tank, grasshoppers,
Lane,
Indians
173 $5,250 and the coveted LPGA turned out a while ago -certainly touched off with his first homer
Mabel Rogers, tournament
speeding, fined $10.00 costs when his truck collided with
&We one kind or another and
chairman, assisted by Maxie D. Lane, Indians
.435 crown were at stake in the 72- before the National League's run- and their final tally in the fourth
$18.00; State Police.
the Pontiac going south.
anything else that moves.
.222 hole, $35,000 tournament over away 9-3 win over the American on McCovey's second blast.
Read, said that thirty-six door Cathey, Astros
Ralph Hill, Alm% disorderly
No one was reported injured
BIB Freetian drove in two of
.286 the Concord Hotel's champion- In Wednesday's "rain check"
prizes, donated by the mer- Hughes, Astros
conduct, fined $20.00 costs $25-- In the collision.
the AL runs with a homer and a
We feed him pellets containing
.286 ship course.
chants of Murray, were pre- Thompson, Phils
40th All-Star Game here.
00, given ten days in jail sushrimp, dropping them one at
sented to the other golfers not Ryan, Phils
.340
The opening-round field, laxspended on condition he not oe
Five homers - including a rec- single and Howard, admittedly
a time into the aquarium. We back in court for remainder of
.250 gest in LPGA history, was spiced ord - tying two by the Giant, trying to "atone for that error"
listed in the flight winners. Hewitt, Phils
wondered if he could be petted 1969; Sheriff.
got the other on a towering 430:
The women of the Oaks Club Resig, Dodgers
.350 with an international flavor. Thr- Willie McCovey - were final
proof
so we stuck one finger into the
foot homer.
.196 ee British women pros- Elizabeth
served
lunch at the noon hour. Doss, Indians
Jimmy Hargrove, Waldrop
of
something
that
the
first
half
of
water and touched his back and Trailer Park, Murray, disorder.321 Collis, Vivien Saunders andGwen
Fallowing the completion of Scarbrough, Astros
Howard, who isn't any gazelle
the 1969 season has shown: That
he took off like a bucking bron- ly conduct, fined $20.00 costs
the golf play and presentation
even on a perfect field, didn't
Brandom
conamong
were
the
this, unlike 1968, will not be
(Cont'. ued From Page One) of the prizes a social hour was
co He can move his eyes.
try to blame the mushy footing
$25.00, given ten days in jail
testants.
"the year of the pitcher."
held
with
Betty
for his key muff of Aaron's
Thompson,
golf
suspended on condition he not films made on the moon, a
Most of the women, except
Thse've already started promotPee.
5
be back in court for remainder strip of foil that was exposed chairman, and Grace James,
for Miss Wright, the new ones
Should Be Boosted
ing NBC week.
assistant chairman, in charge.
of 1969; Sheriff.
on the tour and the three British
on the lunar surface for more
"I just butchered it," insisted
Mrs.
Rogers, tournament
William M. Gilliam, Murray than one hour to collect solar
entrants, played here last year
Will
somebody
now
suggest
the
big guy. The error allowed
There Is a stalk of corn on Main Route
chairman,
mid
the
new beck
Five, driving while licin the $28,500 Concord Open. that the pitching mound, lowered Matty Alou to score from third
Street between 10th and 12th ense revoked, fined $10.00 costs particles, and the filter cannis- nine holes was used in this
ter from the vacuum cleaner
Shirley Englehorn, last year's after last year to help the "out- and the Nationals never trailed.
that has several ears of corn on $18.00; State Police.
MURRAY, Ky. — Murray
used to clean the astronauts' tournament. The club now has
Concord winner with a two-under- classed" batters should now be
It
shelled
eighteen
Paducah
holes
National
for
10-2
golf
play.
Michael A. Burton, Mayfield space suits, will be loaded aOdom Discouraged
and Fort Campbell shut out Ful- par 229 for 54 holes, was theonly boosted to help the "outclassed
Route Six, speeding, fined $10 - board two twin-engine prop
big name missing. An ankle in- pitchers"?
ton
11-0
in
the
District
Little
00 costs $18.00; State Police.
planes for a flight to Johnston
And the Nationals' victory,
Most discouraged of the losers
League Tournament here Tues- jury forced her out.
L D. Curd, Almo, public Island. Then everything will be
their incredible seventh straight was pitcher John "Blue Moon"
day night.
drunkenness, given fourteen loaded aboard a C-141 Air Force
in a series they now lead 22-17 Odom of the Oakland A's, who
In tonight's games, Paducah
days in jail; State Police.
cargo plane for the flight to
BIDS FOR CONTROL
with one tie, has some of the took that whole five-runhammerSouthern
will
play
Marshall
Revival services will begin Steve Garner, Murray, disor- Ellington AFB near the Space
1930s complainers muttering that incin the third inning.
County, while Fort Campbell
Sunday, July 27, and continue derly conduct, fined $20.00 costs Center.
The West Ky. Horseman' Asthe American League is "mis"I just ciouldn't get out of the
‘will oppose Murray.
through Sunday, August 3, at $25.00, given ten days in jail
sociation, which is represented
BALTIMORE UPI -Jerry Wol- matched."
Port Campbell
Inning," Odom said. "I'd rather
209 000 11 6 2
Northside
the
Baptist Church. suspended on condition he not; _.A full-time security guard by three dittos in Calloway
Co Fulton
man, financially troubled former
000 000 0 1 1
Red Schoendienst, the Cards' dot talk about it."
located five miles north ol Mur- be back in court for remainder will be on duty at Ellington and is sponsoring
a horse show Satowner of the Philadelphia 8agies, manager who now has piloted four
McCovey was rather unimpreray ..on U. S. Highway 641.
of 1969; Sheriff.
will keep the curious away as urday, July 26, at the North
440 011 1081
Wednesday put up a $500,00C winning NL teams, is quick to ssed by the fact he became
Rev. R. J. Iltupoe, former
radorta esuoliar
no 000 2 1 4
only
the samples are loaded into a Marshall Riding Club.
check in his bid 'to regain con- pooh-pooh any suggestion that the fourth of all the great
pastor of the church, and pressluggtruck and escorted to the LuAll proceeds from this show
trol
of
the
NFL
team.
A
federal
the midsummer classic is per- ers who've played in these games
ent pastor of the Bethel Bapnar Receiving Laboratory at the will be donated to the telethon
bankruptcy referee accepted the manently lopsided.
tist Church in M.anahall County,
to hit a pair of homers-joining
Space Center Friday.
for crippled children.
check and ordered it deposited "The teams were very even," the late Arky Vaughn
will be the evangelist.
Sample Arrives Sunday
1941, Tec
The clubs in this county, CalCLUB PICNIC
in a local bank pending the out- said Schoendienst after the Wed- Williams 1946,
Serviced will be held each
One sample, the contingency loway County Riding Club, New
and Al Rosen
EDGARTOWN,
Mass.
(UPD—
come of an Aug. 25 hearing on nesday win. "We happened to get 1954.
evening at 7:30 with special
lunar soil sample Armstrong Providence, and the Wranglers
The Welcome Wagon New- Wolman's plan to regain control the
music featured at each ser- Police concentrated today on collected first on the moon's
better pitching. If these two
"They don't count in the pennRiding
Club
urge
everyone who comers Club will have a family of the club.
tracing the movements of Sen.
vice.
surface, will go another route, has a horse, to go and enter in
teams played each other a 162- ant race," said pracitcal Willie.
from
Edward
Kennedy
picnic
the
M.
on
Sunday,
July
27,
at
The church and pastor, Rev
just in case.
game schedule, they'd come out
It was a reminder that both
some of the events in this show. 3:30 p.m. at Boswell's Landing
Randolph Allen, cordially in- time his car plunged into a
This sample will be Owed
very even."
leagues go back to official work
place
Five
trophies
will be on Kentucky Lake. All members
vite everyone to attend the ser- pond, killing a young woman inakie the Mobile Quarantine
Detroit Tigers Manager Mayo Thursday. The All-Star players
Largemouth bass can live
given in each class. The gate
passenger until he reported the
viced.
Trailer used to transport the admission will be any amount and their families are Invited in a wide range of water tem- Smith, who skippered the losing missed getting one day off becauaccident some nine hours later.
to
attend.
Call
Mrs.
M. D. Hasastronaut* hack to the mete. you would like to donate
to the sell 753-5640 for further infor- peratures, ranging from near American Leaguers, was more se the All-Star game was postAuthorities said they would log
lab. 1,t. will arrive Sunday. crippled children. Entry
Mennen to blame the Tout on poned from Tuesday night for the
freezing to 90 degrees.
fee afill mation.
subpoena a list of all phone
Once the samples are so se- be $1.00 per class.
his own players' rather than on first time in history.
calls made last Friday night to cured
and Isolated, then the The show will start at
four
Saturday morning from Kenne- scientists,
leading men in all o'clock. Sandwiches and cold
dy's hotel here and from a cot- areas of
physical and chemical drinks will be available in the
tage on nearby Chappaquidack sciences,
will kart the job of oncession stand.
—
of
the
Island
a
scene
party
The Madisonville All Stars
trying to unlock the secrets
Every person in Calloway
were winners in the first game Friday night attended by the they may contain.
• unty is asked to do their part
with the Murray All Stars in the senator and the accident vicFor the lunar samples, firstto help the WKHA to have
Pony League play here last tim, Mary Jo Kopechne.
class handling all the way.
ore money to donate by gonight.
ProCounty
However,
Dukes
Arena and
there were no plans ing to North
Telephone 753 5315
1406 West Main Street
Marshall as spectThe score was eight to one, secutor, Walter E. Steele, em- for a ticker-tape parade.
tors or as riders.
according to W. G. Cutchin, phasized, however, they believMURRAY, KENTUCKY
ororekeeper.
ed no criminal charges would
Murray drew first blood be brought against Kennedy for
when Larry Lockhart hit one negligence in driving the black
ove rthe left field fence in the sedan when it somehow toppled
bottom half of the first inn- off a 10-foot wide bridge into (Continued From Page One)
ing. Three walks, three hits, the shallow salt water pond.
and an error gave Madisonville
An application for a motor age and was a member of the
C•0 . l L 4C
five runs in the top of the sec- vehicle complaint already has First Baptist Church, Fulton.
Cuthusband,
Survivors are her
been filed against Kennedy, 37ond inning, according to
HOUSTON Ins — A U. S.
chin.
year-old Senate whip and a Robert Davis of Fulton Route district judge today resentenced
051 110 0 8 5 1 leading contender for the De- One; four daughters, Mrs. Cas- former
Madisonville
heavyweight
boxing
100 000 0 1 3 4 mocratic presidential nominat- tle Parker, Mrs. Don Lessley, champion Cassius Clay to five
Murray
Bowles and Carney; Landolt, ion in 1972, charging him with and Mrs. Bob McClellan, all of years in prison and handed
ItWies, Ray "LW Mid Kik "leaving the scene of an accl-' Murray, and Mrs. Leo Hutt of down a $10,00 fine, the maxident after having done bodily Lombard, Ill.; two sons, Robert mum penalty for draft evasion.
CatheY.
W. Davis, Jr., of East St. Louis,
harm."
and Dr. Burns Davis of
A probable cause hearing has
The sentence came at 9 a.m.
been set for Monday to deter- Kingsport, Tenn.
in Ingraham's court - the same
Davis
Mrs.
is
also
survived
mine whether the complaint will
by one brother, Bard Hodges court in which Clay originally
be issued.
was sentenced in 1967 to the
of
Fulton Route One; two sisinvestigative
preliminary
A
Cumberland
Liberty
The
maximum penalty of five years
ters,
Merritt
Mrs.
Milner
of
repoit by the Massachusetts
Presbyterian Church will bo
In prison and a $10,000 fine.
Its revival services starting Registry of Motor Vehicles Fulton Route One and Miss
Clay's original sentence was
Martin
of
Tucson,
Hodges
AriKennedy
at
Wednesday
found
continuand
Monday, July 28,
returned
to Ingraham's court
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IVY CEMETERY
Ja'spotless peppers is pronounced halapenyos. The reason we
know is because we pronounced it ialaperios and somebody
told us the way to say it. What
slier you call them however,
they are still the hottest things
this side of the Rio Grande.
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Ladies PGA
Opens Today

Moon Rocks

Fort Campbell
Murray Win In
Little League

Horse Show Planned
At North Marshall
Saturday Evening

Revival Services
At Northside

Probe Of Kennedy's
Actions Continues

Madisonville Wins
First Game In
Pony League Play

SANDERS-PURDOM MOTOR SALES

I

Mrs. Davis

10 EL,ibB

Cassius Clay Is
Resentenced

CHIA II

YEAR END

CLEARANCE SALE

BRAND NEW-CADILLACS, OLDSMOBILES AND PONTIUS
GOING AT BARGAIN PRICES!!

Liberty Church
Plans For Revival

* CADILLACS *

2

Rites Held Today
For W. W. Stiles

* OLDSMOBILES *

* PONTIACS *

DEMONSTRATORS

noi

Wranglers To Have
Special Events

Mrs. Larue Sledd
Hospital Patient

n,646.69

Y E S!!
We Will Tra4e From
These Low Prices.

I

REVIVAL

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE .
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
SERVICES NIGHTLY 7:X — JULY 27-AUG. 1

-....---

Evangelist."4,P. Bright

_.

— THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED —

Stiles, age 57, died Tuesday
at his home, 1205 Peggy Ann
Drive. He is survived by his
wife, Louise, one daughter,
Mrs. Peggy Ann Pickens, one
granddaughter,
Karen
Ann
Pickens, two sisters. Mrs. One
Nance and Mrs. Merritt Marine, and one brother, Grant
Stiles
•

All. persons interested•in the
upkeep of the Ivy Cemetery located on Highway 94 East are
asked to be there at ten a.m
on Saturday, July 26.
• The Nebraske—NationarPorest is the largest completely
roan-planted forest in the wort

Deal Direct With The Owners
—

.No. Commission To Pay!

SEE ... A. C. SANDERS or I. WELLS FURDOM, JR. FOR THE BEST
TRADES
1406 West Mein Street
Telephone I53-5315
Murray, Kentucky
ft
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*
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BODY SHOP
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Miss Regina Fulton Exchateges Vows
With William Steel Cottringer, Jr., In
Ceremony At Salem Baptist Church

, Mrs. J. B.Burkeen . .

TIMES

&

—

MURRAY. MENTV C
........,

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4847
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Browns Return
Miss Susan Elaine Boyd To Be Married
From Visit To
To Lloyd Weldon Ramer, Jr., Saturday
"Dogpatch U.S.A." Miss Susan Elaine Boyd and Miss Pam Threadgill of Lex-

Beverly Cole of
Lloyd Weldon Rainer, Jr. will ington, Mrs.
Thomas Hassel
Mrs.
Humboldt,
exchange vows Saturday, July
Janet Wallace,
Miss
Atoka;
of
28, at eight o'clock. 'The cereLeathers, Mrs. Rimony will tiske place at High- Miss Sandra
Kenneth Bete
land Heights United Methodist chard Spry, Mrs.
Memphis.
of
all
Church in Memphis.
to KenShe is the daughter of Mr. After a wedding trip
live at
will
couple
the
tucky,
and Mrs. Ford Boyd of Memable cascade of gardenias and smilax and the same flowers.
Dyersin
Street
Fowlkes
123
phis. His parents are Dr. and
white roses trimmed with imServing at the reception were
burg. They will both teach m
Memphis,
Ramer
of
Mrs.
Lloyd
ported jeweled leaves made of Mrs. Charles Howard and Mr,
the fall.
formerly of Lexington.
silk and pearl strands on a John Salvi. Miss Gail Smith and
•••
at
officiate
will
Dr.
Ramer
white covered Bible.
Miss Jennifer Erwin kept the
Thursday, July 24
will
be
ceremony.
The
music
the
Miss Maccia Salvi of Lone Oak register.
District 13 of the Kentucky
provided by Mrs. John Gamble,
was the maid of honor. The
Thecouple is now at home at Nurses Association will meet at
organist,
and Mrs. Robert Hurt,
bridesmaids were Miss Rosalyn Sledd Creek Road, Gilbertsvillc.
the Traingle Inn, Murray, at
soloist.
Chumbler and Mrs. Carita
Out 04 Town Guests
seven p.m.
The bride-elect will be given
Lamb, cousins of the bride.
•••
Out of town guests for the
in
marriage by her father. Her
The attendants wore identi- wedding were Mr. and Mrs.
Story Hour will be held at
Mrs. J. H. Thurman entertaindress
will be of white organza
cal floor length Empire gowns Brian Sherry of Charlotte. N.C..
the Murray-Calloway County
ed with a six o'clock dinner at
with
over
designed
taffeta.
It
is
in pale pink crepe with darker Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sidelicki Libra* from three to four p.m.
an empire line with lace motifs her home on North 10th Street
pink trim. Their headpieces of New Jersey, Mr. and Mrs.
• ••
and
simulated pearls. A triple on Monday evening, July 21.
were fashioned from a pink bow Edward Lenay and Miss Mary
Special guests were her sistiered
veil of white imported
attached to a double veil. They Ellen Lenay of Philadelphia,
Friday, July 25
illusion is attached to a head- ter-in-law, Mrs. Will Mayer, Sr,
• ••
carried bouquets of pink carna- Pa., Mr. and Mts. 011ie Puckett
The annual meeting will be
peice of silk organza petals and and her nephew and wife, Mn,
tions encircled with pink and and Mrs. Charles Roberts of at Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery,
lopearls. She will Carry butterfly and Mrs. Will Mayer, all of
white colored net and long sat- Mayfield, Mrs. John Salvi and
cated six miles southeast of HaClovis, New Mexico; Dr. and
orchids.
in streamers.
of
Lone
Oak,
Miss Sheila Salvi
zel, at 11 a.m.
Jacob Mayer of Mayfield; John
Memphis
Mrs.
W.
C.
Lewis
of
Miss Denese Howard, cousin Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith of
will be matron of honor. Brides- Mayer, Porter White, and Mrs.
of the bride, was the flower Detroit, Mich., and Richard Nesmaids will be Miss Sherry Free- Amanda White.
girl. She wore a dress styled bitt of Cadiz.
The New Mexico company had
Miss Susan Nunnelley Sparks, man of Bells, Mrs. Michael ElSaturday, July 26
in the fashion of the attandants
Prenuptial Events
of
John
been
here visiting relatives and
August
9th
bride-elect
Lee
ArCounce;
Miss
of
liott
Hicks
Cemetery
annual
meetand carried a basket of rose
The rehearsal dinner was givwas
the
in Murray, Hazel, and
Thomasson
Nutter,
Jr.,
friends
Jr,
Hogue,
Mrs.
Hugh
quitt,
ing
will
be
held in the mornpetals.
en by the groom's parents, Mr
a delightfully plann- and Mrs. Joe Gresham, Jr., all Mayfield.
Joe Roberts of Mayfield was and Mrs. William Cottringer at ing. E. D. Winchester, Rudy honoree at
The Will Mayer, Jr., couple
Bucy, vid Clifford Farris are ed breakfast held at the Red of Memphis. Kelley Lewis,
the ringbearer.
the South Side Restaurant.
Room of the Holiday Inn.
had just returned from New
of
honmatron
daughter
of
the
the
committee.
Serving as best man for the
Mrs. Charles Howard a n d
•••
The gracious hostesses for or, will be the flower girl.
Jersey where the 25th annivergroom was Albert Sedelicki of Mrs. Jimmy Lamb were hosts
nine o'clock event were
sary meeting of his war buddies
the
wear
will
bridesmaids
The
Monday,
July
28
New Jersey. The groomsmen for a household shower for the
Quertermous,
Mrs.
was held. They motored to NashMrs.
John
trimmdresses
The
linen
pistachio
quarterly
meeting of the
were Jimmy Lamb of Lynn couple.
Grove and Larry Galloway of A pottery and crystal shower Blood River Woman's Mission- Conrad Jones, Mrs. H. J. Bryan, ed in Venise lace. They will ville where Mrs. Mayer, Sr., visited with her sisters in Dixon,
ary -Union will be held at the and Mrs. Laverne Wallis.
carry yellow roses.
Sedalia.
was given by, Miss Rosalyn
occasion
For
the
prenuptial
Tenn. The Will Mayer, Jr., took
Ramer,
Cherry
be
Jim
will
Best
man
Corner
Baptist
Church
Mrs. Fulton chose for her Chumbler, Mita Maccia Salvi, at ten a.m.
the honoree chose to wear from brother of the bridegroom. a jet to Newark, N. J., to meet
Smith,
Gail
Miss
and
daughter's wedding a powder
her trousseau a yellow linen Groomsmen will be Henry Ra- their friends and were their
blue a-line dress with a blue
dress. She was presented a cor- mer of Lexington, John May cf guests at a cottage on the Atlace goat and matching whimsage of daisies by the hostesses. Caruthersville, Mo., Ken Baker lantic Coast.
Her accessories were white
Lovely arrangements of cut of Jackson, Sam Miles of Bells;
Mr. and Mrs. William Steel Cottringer, Jr. sey.
and she had
corsage of white
flowers in copper containers Jerry Roberts, Larry Daniel, and
The western meadowlark is
(Photo by Love)
carnations.
were used as decorations for Gary Pettigrew, all of Memphis. the Nebraska state
bird.
The groom's mother chose to
the breakfast tables.
A reception will follow in the
Amidst a lovely setting of with white ribbon, jade, and
* * *
wear
a
pale
green
dress
with
presented
The
bride-elect
was
Fellowship Hall of the church.
flowers and candelabra at the greenery.
matching accessories end a corwith a lovely wedding' gift by Assisting will be Mrs. Fleet
Salem Baptist Church Miss ReForts were built at all four
A lovely program of nuptial
the hostesses.
Morris of Columbia, Mississippi, corners of the original city of
gina Lynn Fulton was married music was presented by Mrs. sage of white arnations.
Place cards in the wedding
to William Steel Cottringer, Jr. Otto Erwin, organist, and Mrs
New Orleans.
Mrs. Novie Paschall, matermotif were used. Covers were
The bride is the daughter of L D. Cook, Jr., vocalist.
* * *
nal grandmother of the bride,
for 21 guests including the moMr. and Mrs. Willis Fulton of
. Bride's Dress
wore
a
mint
green
dress
with
ther
of
the
honoree,
Mrs.
HarLynn Grove and the groom is
The bride, given in marriage
The North American jet
ry Sparks.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- by her father, was lovely in her matching green hat and black
stream is a strip of wind 'about
• 0•
carnapatent
accessories.
White
liam Cottringer of Audubon, floor length gown of Val lace
The Calloway County High 300 miles wide and four miles
New Jersey.
beruffling styled by Mari Lee. tions made up her corsage.
School chapter of the Future deep that moves from 20,000 to
Reception
Rev. B. R. Winchester perHomemakers of America held a 40,600 feet over the United
Following the ceremony a reThe gown had a Victorian
formed the impressive double
Monday guests of Mrs. J. H. summer planning committee States.
ception was held in the fellowneckline
and
a
band
of
bridal
ring ceremony on Saturday, JuThurman were Mr. and Mrs meeting at the school on Tues* * *
satin edged in rose point lace ship hall of the church.
ly 5, at five o'clock in the afFrank Melton and daughter of day, July 22.
The bride's table was overon the long Bishop sleeves. The
ternoon at the Salem BaptLet
Florida and Bowling Green. Committees present for the
Grizzly bears are so named
semi-rise of the A-line skirt laid with a white satin cloth
Church.
They also attended the funeral meeting included the program because of the lighter tips of
was enhanced with a soft flow caught up at the corners with
The altar of the church was
of Mrs. J. R. Miller at Hazel. of work, degrees, log, member- hairs that give their coats a
to the back to form a Chapel table corsages of pink carnat• ••
centered with the arch of white
ship, inspiration, by-laws, bulle- silvery look.
was
a
ions.
Centering
the
table
train and was highlighted with
candles flanked by starburst
tin board, and point system.
a Dior bow. Her three tier veil gorgeous arrangement of pink
* * *
palms and arrangements of
After the meeting an execucarnations, snapdragons, and
At the beginning of 1949
DEAR ABBY: Mlfproblem is iny mother. She is very fat,
mums and isde. White of silk illusion,Nras attached to daisies in a silver bowl flanked
a sheer lace effect Camelot
Straight
there %sere 1 million telephonist tive committee meeting was :The • 8,4o95(1ot
bridal wreath connected the
and I am ashamed 4f.her. She's a good mother, but she
held.
Creek Tunnel in Colorado is
by two silver candelabra. The
style
n
head
piece.
Finland,
about
21.5-to
every
wants
she
everything
palms with the arch of candles.
weighs more than 200 pounds, and eats
Nine officers and four mem- the longest vehicular tunnel in
The bride carried a fashion- punch bowl was garlanded with
100 persons.
The family pews were marked
bers were present.
and plenty of it. I don't see how my daddy can stand her. I
the United States,
don't think he could get his arms around her,
I don't like for my friends to meet her, and I don't want
to go out and be seen with her.
MURRAY'S MOST COURTEOUS DRUG STORE
What chance do I have to get a boyfriend when he sees
HER? I know a girl is supposed to love her mother, but how
can I when I don't even respect her?
I have a picture of her before she got fat and she was
ASHAMED
beautiful. She is only 30. [Sign me]

4010404
V

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Mr. and Mrs. Neil Brown returned home Tuesday after
spending three days at Dogpatch USA, located at the edie
of the Ozark Mountains near
Harrison, Arkansas.
The resort is a "takeoff" of
the Al Capp comic strip, "Lit'
Abner", with skits and comic
strip characters being present
throughout the area.
Miss Cheryl Brown, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Brown of Murray, is working in the photo
shop at the resort. She is a
junior at Murray State University majoring in elementary
psychology.
and
education
Cheryl is a member of the Alpha Sigma Alpha social sorority.
Ex-Governor Orval Faubus of
Arkansas is president of Dogpatch USA.

Mrs. J. H.Thurman
Hostess For Dinner
Monday Evening
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Miss Susan Sparks
Honored Recently
With Breakfast

CallotDay High
FHA Has Meet

She's ashamed
of her fat mom

PERSONALS

By Abigail Van Buren

Store Hours: 8:30-5:00; Friday till 9:00 p.m.
Murray, Kentucky
4th & Main

Vinyl coated Drainer, 18"x20

DEAR ASHAMED: Every fat woman is "ashamed" el
herself, but losing weight is strictly a do-it-yourself project.!
will print your letter in hopes that your mother sees it, takes
the hint, goes to her doctor for a check-up and a diet, latches
on to "Tops" or "Weight Watchers" and becomes her
"beautiful" self once again. Meanwhile, little girl, even
tho your mother's appearance may not make you "proud,"
there are other qualities of equal or greater importance.
And troubled by weight, she needs your love now more than
when she was slim and "beautiful."

Tough, Rugged Plastic!

$2.77
Laundry
"Bag
'120

19 x30

Reg. 98e

STANDARD SIZE

Envelopes
Only 3

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I just came back from a
week's vacation at his parents'. It was-'ac the high nineties all
the time we were there and the nights were unbearable. I
was in my eighth month with my third child.
Our bedroom had one small window and the heat was
making me sick. I noticed a huge window fan stored in its
original box, so since nobody else was using it I asked my
father-in-law if we could use it, and he said, "You don't need
it. We've had it two years and have used it only twice."
So I spent my nights sitting on the porch trying to
breathe. Our eldest child stayed a week after we left, and
when he came home he said, "Right after you left, Grandpa
booked up the fan. He told me not to tell you."
My husband is already talking about going back there in
the spring after the baby is born, and I refuse to go. Do you
STUBBORN
blame me?
DEAR STUBBORN: No! And if I werc, you I wouldn't go
back in the ndnter either if they're as stingy with the beat as
they are with the fan.
DEAR ABBY: Who said, "If I owned Hell and Texas, I'd
YELLOW ROSE
rent out Texas and live in Hell"?
DEAR ROSE: P. H. Sheridaa said it in a speech at Fort
Clark. Ter., in 18.55. And I understand the feeling between
Texas and Sheridan was mutual.

wand

Everybody has a problem. What's yours? Far.l
reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal. ISSN, and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
'

—

QUALITY AT THE LOWEST PRICE

A

For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send IT to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal, NOSE

PRESCRIPTION

2 Registered
Pharmacists
to serve you ...
PC:444;753-1462
*
Roy English
MURRAY KENTUCKY
* Byron Forbus
OPEN EVERY NIGHT I OR YOUR CONVENIENCE
.
"

CEPACOL
911
.
Size

c
5 i

INSULIN

PREPARATION H

ACNE DOME
CLEANSER
Recommended
by doctors

188

FLEA and TICK
COLLAR
C

Reg. $1.35

$
Reg. $2.75

ALLEREST
24
ALLERGY
TABLETS

86c

OINTMENT
Reg. $1.24

SALE
U40-Lil1y _ _ 67e
U80-Lilly _ $1.73

DEAR SUSPICIOUS: If he's always walked a straight
line, let it go. A man isn't responsible for who calls HIM.

TRASH CANS

Your Next

- "w4Rite quaz4 apuot5„

r
DM AMY: Around noon on Saturday a lady called
and asked to talk to Tony tmy husband) and 1 said he wasn't
horaelwhich he wasn't 1 and then she asked if he was out of
town, I asked her who wanted to know, and she says, "It's
none of your business," so I hung up on her.
She called back in about an hour and this time Tony was
home, so I just stood there and let him answer her.
All he said was, "I told you not to bother me," then he
hung up. I asked him who it was and he said, "Some dizzy
dame who works at the plant," but he wouldn't tell me her
name. If you were I would you try to find out who she is?
And do you think there is some funny business going on? He's
SUSPICIOUS
always walked a straight line.

20-GALLON WICKER DESIGN

gt.DRUGS

Let Us Fill

SARGEANT'S
For Dogs or Cats

$

33

— '
Mr

milow

POLAROID %

TYLENOL
Bottle of 100
Reg. $2.85
AS
For people who can't *
'
take aspirin

i

98

139

SWINGER
FILM
Type 20

$

PLAYTEX NURSER KIT
Reg.

COMPLETE KIT FOR
NURSING NEW BABY!

.

488

$

, EXTRA BOTTLES Litell• it124.--;....14ew MC
_
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•
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SETWEEN PARENT AND CHILD—

and Mrs. Donald Kirks, estab- ral days le the Murray-Calloway
7:00 Book Beat: H. Allen Smithi
Haim 0. Oinott
8:30 Advanced Folk Guitar
BEST SELLERS
NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRA—
lishing residence there.
County Hospital recently, so he
9:00 Conversation: Daniel Watts 7:30 Smart Sewing: Children's
E Mamie
RoberkI.
(UPI)
Did it make me envious of must sell his grocery in New ConParty Clothes
OUR C OWD- - -Stephen Birmingham
9:30 French Chef: Improvisa(c..01.i k r•ussagne wean)
Tits DO BLE HELIX—
such a trip? No, aor does any cord because of ill health.
8:00 NET Festival: Double Contion
lames D. Watson
Ciets..
GYPSY MOTH CIRCLES THE WORLD
certi
other traveler stir me to move.
W•dbesdaY, July 30
—Sir Prime's Chichester
MYRA BECKINRIDOlt--Oore Vidal
I have about decided that happ9:00 Critique: Night Watch
4:00 Friendly Giant
AIRPORT—Arthur Halley
Otis LOIrlDE IlitE many thought"
VANISHED—Pliptcher
Knobs'
Friday,
August
1
iness is within us, and there is ful friends to stop by his house
4:15 Just Imagine
TOWER OP BABEL—
Dolphins THEMorris L. West
no need to search for it, if we by the side of the road, left even
4:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood 4:00 Oceanography:
ATHLETE'S FOOT
Urfa
TOPAZ—Loon
that Joined the Navy
5:00 What's New?
don't already have it.
more lonely since his daughter's
THE conrseetons OP NAT TURNER HOW TO TREAT IT—
Neighborhood
bfisterogere
4:30
iltyron
5:30
We are growing more depende- family visited awhile, then went
Folk Guitar
Apply tialsk-drylag T-4-L. Feel tt
CHRTSTY—Catbertne Marshall
By Estelle Soiceland
take kaki to check ltek, hernias is
6:00 What's New?
6:00 Focus
nt on personal belongings for on to New Jersey to visit the
COUPLES—John Updike
s.
THE PRESIDENT'S PLANE IS MISS6:30 A Few Castles in Spain 5:30 Spectrum
contentment, though, as years Gannons. He especially appreciaING — Robert J Berlina
skin replace al If set elaUglitod
July 12, 1969
6:00
Focus
7:30
Antiques:
Wooden Primicome and go.
atad
er
lack la
af
tecTHY
ENDLESS NIGHT Agath• Christie
your
S5s
et
c"dar
:
kall .13
y
•
11; .W
O
sibk
7EUMS.
H
I"
OU
iR
ted Pat Blalock stopping with a
21, Murray
THE EXHIBITIONIST—Fienr7 Sutton
6:30 To Be Announced
drug counter. NOW •t
tives
I was convinced of this when friend from Missouri and going WKMU, Channel -August 1
Woak of July 211
We had a scenic postcard of an air
8:00 Foster Parents Program 7:00 Cinesiodium: Silent Crisis
HOLLAND DRUG CO
stnnnetten
conditioner became so with him on a tour of lake sites
Monday, July 28
the Golden Gate Bridge and San necessary
7:30 Let's Take Pictures
8:30 Spectrum
1-148 NATI= APE—Desmond Morris
after all our years Including the Jennings Trail down
All Times (EDT)
8:00 Sounds of Summer
Francisco skyline recently from of resting under a
9:00 NET Black Journal
shade tree near old Pine Bluff.
4:00 Smart Sewing: Children's
Mrs. Cornelia Spiceland Kirks during hot
31
July
Thursday,
days.
Mrs. Nancy Hicks of Murray
Party Clothes
4:00
who had flown from Fort Worth, Then one day the
picture failed and the Clyde Spicelands had as 4:30 Misterogene Neighborhood 4:30 Astronomy: Nature of Stars Stars of 'Bridge'
Misterogers' Neighborhood
Texas, with her baby grandson to come on the
television, only guests recently the Robert Hicks 5:00 What's New?
HOLLYWOOD ( U P I ) —
5:00 What's New?
to Join the baby's parents, Dr. the sound was there.
I recalled family of Michigan.
5:30 Friendly Giant
5:30 Investigator: Life Preserv- George Segal, Robert Blake
the olden days of listening to
and Brad Dillman are in The
These former Stewart coun- 6:00 Focus
ers
"Ma Perkins" on radio and re- tians, as well as others, were 6:30 French Chef: Improvisa- 6:00 Focus
Bridge at Remagen" on locamembered how relaxing was that interested in going back Between
tion
6:30 Conversation: Daniel Watts tion in Czechoslovakia.
entertainment after family wash theLakes. A new attraction there 7:00 Conversation with Eric
was done at the wash tub with will be the buffalo ranch being
Hoffer: From Cradle to
A complete line. America's qualclothes boiled in a black iron built near Model, Tenn.
Sidxt Row
ity-built hydraulic and hydraulic/
kettle in the back yard.
We rejoice that many service- 7:30 Beginning Folk Guitar
cable loaders for truck, trailer,
SeekNow that it is "Fair Tinif" gaga .4*-10 be returned from 8:00 NET Playhouse: The
tractor and stationary mounting.
again at the fairgrounds and I Vietnam, but many will never reers
Telescopic, folding telescopic and
heard a teen age boy say that turn.
9:30 Oinecogium: Silent Crisis
knuckle booms. Capacities: 3,600
July
29
Tuesday,
his $20.00 saved from helping
Cherry Church and Good Sheto 36,000 pounds.
PrimiIn hay would not be enough tor pherd Church appreciate at log 4:00 Antiques: Wooden
.
G AND H MbBILE HOMES
lives
him to see the fair, I remember- Last the blacktop road recently
Neighborhood
Misterogers'
NEW and USED
4:30
ed going to the fair in mule and constructed.
New?
What's
SALES. SERVICE AND PARK RENTAL_
5:00
wagon days.
The Billy McCuistons who movHWY 94. ONE MILE EAST tir MURRAY
Howard Henderson
Our mother dressed us in our ed out of our house on Concord 5:30 Friendly Giant
OFFICE PH 753.6685
Just
Imagine
5:45
South Fulton, Tenn
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
best and our day gave us a few.i corner also have a new house on
6:00 Focus
901 /479 2517
nickels to ride the merry go that road.
285 East Calhoun St.—Memphis, Tennessee
Journal: Darwin
Highway 51, South—Union City, Tennessee
round, and no car full of young- Bulldozers are busy making 6:30 NET
JOHN D GrtoGAN
Highway 45, South — Corinth, Mississippi
of
Nature
Astronomy:
7:30
Cit._ O. HOPSON
sters entering the fair gates will lots out of the former Ervin Mc753.2985
HOME PH 436.5800
Stars
be as thrilled as we were sitting Cuiston place near Panorama.
8:00 Book Beat: H. Allen Smith
up in the wagon "going to the Changes are coming.
fair,"
Wherever you move .. .
Guy Lovins has had lots of time
Call the Welcome
for reveries as he has been pickWagon hostess.
ing blackberries in the old fields
She will bring her basket
where his dad raised watermelof gifts and friendly
ons to sell for necessities.
greetings from civic and
Mrs. Kirks said on her San
business neighbors of
Francisco card, "It seems like
the community.
I'm in another world".
When I start remembering olden days and how things have chaNEW YORK (UPI) — The
nged, I too, feel like it's another CBS ''Daktari" series will hay
a new regular cast member
world.
CikeOld household sales of antiques next fall. He is Ross Hagen, oi
Linda Adams
draw crowds, maybe because of films and video, who will play
an inmate longing of all for those a hunter who takes up resiPhone 753-2378 —
good old days these things sym- dence at the animal preserve.
• • .
bolize.
Julie
Andrews
has signed
But such auctions also symbolwith NBC for a second musical
ize the close of someone's life
special to
of usefulness, so sales are sad. spring of be produced in the
1969 for airing later
The older we grow, the more that year. Thir,
probably means
we realize the wisdom of Jesus' that it will be seen during
the
words in Matthew 6:19-20, "Lay 1969-70 season instead of
not up for yourselves treasurers 1968-69. The star's first special
upon earth—but lay up for your- for the network already has
selves treasurers in Heaven". been shown three times in
We were so sorry to hear of three years.
•
•
•
accidents recently which hospitalized Mr. and Mrs. Amos McCarty, Miss Sharon Bucy, and also
Scratch 'Between Heaven
Mrs. Dewey Crass. Mrs. Crass and Hell' as the title of that
had just brought her husband forthcoming new daytime sehome from a long siege in hos- ries announced recently by
ABC. It is now called One
pitals, so was worn out.
Warren Patterson spent seve- Way to Live."

DOWN CONCORD
WAY

Educational
Television
Schedule

PRENTICE HYDRAULIC
CRANES

0••••••4•11
Am*.6••••••

ROAD BUILDERS

TV

NOTES

HIGHER GUARANTEED INTEREST
On Savings Deposits!

Short-Term
Certificates

1/4
HIGHER

Price
Dress
Sale!
First Dress
at Regular
Price . . .
Second Dress
at Price
Save Now!
Open Your
Own . . .
Charge Account

No
inim
ithdraw
able
Dec. 31
WAGE, PRICE CON111015 ARE THREAT--Treasury Secretary
David M. Kennedy (left) tells newsmen in Washington the
Nixon administration may have to impose wage and price
controls if Congress does not extend the 10 per cent income
tax surcharge. With Kennedy are Federal Reserve Chairman William McChesney Martin (middle) and Paul Volcker,
undersecretary of Treasury for monetary affairs.

'TEC
'II Mit{ IJ

USING
GARDEN

CHEMIC
READ LABELS CAREFULLY
KNOW PROCEDURES WELL
CONSULT SUPPUER
WHEN IN DOUBT

• NEVER APPLY IN GREATER STRENGTH THAN DIRECTED
• APPLY IN CLEAR, FAIRLY DRY, CALM ATMOSPHERE
• CONFINE TREATMENT TO
SPECIFIC AREAS WHENEVER POSSIBLE

Nottfiside Of Squse
bray, Ky.

•

cvs.or
Jecie)tat
SAVINGS AND

ALLEN ROSE

Public Relations
& Loan Officer
Ill4 ••••M•t•tmig4

AN oFricE

••••••••VIL•fl PINY a ••••••••1• •••4

OA if •it•r, •• ON

BRUCE THOMAS

304 E. Main
Phone_
ffattst••••••••MsmPt•tll14
wm•memw4

7.5 3-7921-'

Branch Manager

•

NEW YORK (UPI) — Lawrence Welk's venerable ABC
show may not be everyone's
idea of a favorite program, but
in this era of early and extended re-runs, it has the virtue of scheduling only six repeat performances this summer. And these will be scat-

tered every other week between' CBS will telecast 110 regularnew shows
season National Football
• • •
1,,,eague games and five NFL
The CBS "Gomer Pyle— post-season games next season,
US'MC" series gets back actor beginning Sept 15.
•
•
Ronnie Schell next season. He
resumes the role of Gomer's
Producer Sheldon Leonard,
buddy, Duke Slater, which he
played for three sea.sonl before whose well-liked "I Spy" sebecoming a leading player in ries won't be back next fall,
the -000d Morning, World" se- has a new program in producries this season. That show has tion for NBC. "My Friend
Tony" is a mystery-comedy seDot been renewed.
• • •
ries starring James Whitmore
••
Here's an off-season note to as a scientific crime combatant
cheer up football fans who who is for hire to police dekeep their video sets turned off partments, governments and
from January to September. corporations
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by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts*
IF SHE WERE HERE,I COULD TELL
HER HOW MUCH I LIKE HER, AND
Ak HER TO HOLD MY HAND...

DJHAT AM I GONE
• DG,LINU6?TAT
UTTLE RED-HARED
GIRL IS GONE,AND
I'LL NEVER SEE
HER AGAIN..

1

AND WE COULD BE FRIENDS, AND
PO THINGS TOGETHER, AND...

41
6

4MMum
dIIMMm

L/L-

Ira- II

mpb

come on in...SEIVE

•

con

slxv*LOUSES

•

Ladies

Roll Up And Long Sleeve

Ladles

DRESSES
PC. SUITS
$5.00
$4.00
$2.00

VALUABLE

9" PAPER PLATES

In Solids, Prints,

And

Values To

Pkg. of 100
FOR
With Coupon

47

Checks & Stripes

$2.99

COUPON

Expires Monday, July 28, 196_Aimajaiwt

Sizes 8-18 & 14 1/2-24 1/2

VALUABLE

Reg. $9.44

KOTEX

Reduced To

Ladies

big. $7,88,
$7.66 & $6.33

SHORT SETS
*,••••.•

Reg. Big K Price $1.77

Reduced To

Reduced To

LEG
PANTS

FLAi
a

e/

Reg. $3.54

FEMININE NAPKINS
Regulars or Supers 24 to Box
Big K Reg.
91* box - ONLY 67f box
With Coupon

dies

Sizes 8-18
Assorted Colon

Reduced To

Ufl

COUPON c:

,7)
t.)
1.--1

99

99C

Reduced To

IY COUPON

VALUABLE

Sizes 8-18 In Assorted Colors
$1.99 Value

Expires Monday, July 28. 1969

RALLY CREAM WAX
10-0z. Can
Big K Reg.
$1.27 - ONLY
With Coupon

fda•

Expires Monday, July 28, 1969

Girls 2 Piece

Girls

Oresse
Shifts

PLAY
SETS

Reg. $1.97 & $1.77

Sizes 3-6

Sizes 4-14

VALUABLE
'Big K Reg.
Me can - ONLY

OXFORDS & STEP-IN1

Stretch Patio

---with coupon - limit: 2

SANDALS rScuf -Pro f

* 7.-1W•46t,

Soft Vinyl Breeze-Catcher
With Open Toe, Sling Back,

81c

Reduced To

STP OIL TREATMENT
. .

Men's Casual

i‘
r

ood Looks P
Every Comfort Feature!
Suedine Uppers, Foam I
Cushioned Pigskin Innersole & Cushion
Crepe Sole. (Imported
Sizes 6 1/2 To 12 In Green

Floral Print, Cotton Insole
Sizes 5-10 In White Pastel
Reg. $1.99$
1
\
Special

BY

Expires Monday, July 28, 1969

VALUABLE

K COUPON c,

PENNZOIL 10W-30

31ONLY ,

Reg. $2.99 -Special

55

COUPON

MOTOR OIL
Big K Req. 45*

$2.00

11‘. qt.
with coupon - limit: 6 quarts

Pha

I.

BY
bric
ragi
and
stov
disc
floe
Phu

Expires Monday, July 28, 1069

I II

VALUABLE

We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer.
Monophonic

DRESS
PANTS
$400

ALBUMS TABLE
By The Top Artist
Only

Assorted Merchandise
Includina Shampoo, Hand
Creams, Cream Rinses & Many
Others. Values To $1.00

3/$1.00

44-PIECE • V.-INCH

ELECTRIC DRILL KIT
Kit consists ot heavy duty drill. 10'
ext. cord, 13 bits, lamb's wcv-I bon12 sanding discs, grinding wheel.
drill stand, buffing wheel, rubber
base plate and metal carrying case.

NOW
ONLY

/53-8777
4

Tool
Boxes

1111111 1111
agassmom"
.
"2"r"

16" X 7" With Tray
Only

$1277

We Gladly Refund Or Exchange Items Bought At Big K. Save Your Sales Slips And Tickets.

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Noi.t COUPON

QUAKER STATE AUTOMATIC

Big K Reg. Price 5111.1111

Hundreds To Choose From!

9-9
1- 6 Sunday

One

brie
elec
Kee
75$
KE1
sale
170'
able
$10
Takl
Con
to E

$3.88

Acres Of
Free Parking

TRANSMISSION FLUID

2I

ONLY
with coupon -limit: 5 quarts
Expires

Monday, July

28. 1969

el

H01
ea
Rad
ditie
drag
rage
lot,
catli
Pho

BE)
noli
Min
hou
all
was
rooi
and
utif
batt
In
tot.
burl
Sub
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FOR SALE

24. 1989

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR SALE

GIBSON amOlDer, 45 watt out AKC REGISTERED Toy Poodle 1964 CHEVY H Nova, 2-door
put, good condition. Phone 753- puppy. Phone 733-7938 after hardtop, extra nice. Dial 7533-24-C
4862.
3-26-P 3917 after 4:00. p. m.
3:00 p. m.

rNROONW 171E
REAL ESTATE FOR SALII

THURSDAY - JULY

TIMER - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

COLT .45 automatic and hol- STORM DOOR, like new, stand- GOOD 1961 Chevrolet. Gqod
ster, belt and wide trigger shoe. ard size, 36-inch, for left hand 1962 Ford station wagon. Phone
Phone 753-8392.
3-23-C door. Call 492-8683.
3-26-C 753-8170 after 6:00 p. m. 3-25-C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick with
entrance hall, den, large living.
TODAY'S SPECIALS!
room, 2 baths, central heat and
ATTENTION
-BEDROOM,
I bath, on 1 acre
air, carpeted, patio, nice clos- 3
ets and eabinetz, ready for im- lot, located in Hazel.
mediate possession, $215,750.00. 3-BEDROOM frame, 154 bath,
AGRICULTURE LIME
NICE 3-BEDROOM brick on Col LuLl oasement, garage in basefrom New Concord
le Farm Road, I% baths, fam. ment, carpeted, aireonclitioaer
NOW AVAILABLE
ily room, and has 18' x 30' goes with house. Located near
ASC Approved for
Lynnville
cert-2
acres.
swimming pool, air-conditionKentucky & Tennessee
ers, carport and utility and
INCOME PROPERTY at 800 For Your Lime Spreading
priced at only $20,500.00.
Olive Street. Rental property
PHONE
DUPLEX at 306 N. 6th Street bringing in $410.00 monthly,
434-1543
434-2243
If you are interested in a nice in addition to living quarters.
place to live and have some in- This property would have to
1249
come you should take a look be seen or discussed in detail
at this one,. Has 2-car garage to be appreciated.
and is priced at only $11,250.00. 2-BEDROOM trailer, has central
IWO-BEDROOM frame house heat and air, stack washer and
TWO BAY
located on Sharpe Street, this dryer, dieliwasher, 12' x 60'
house has gas heat, hardwood with an extension of 6 foot on
floors, extra nice shade in yard living room.
and is priced at $8,000.00.
3-BEDROOM, 1 bath, den-kitchWE HAVE a 29 acre farm on en combination, 2-car garage
aved road with extra nice 3- Real good well. Located on
bedroom house with 2 full 11
/
2 acres of land near Martin's
Located In Hazel
baths, large utility, Large kit- Chapel Church.
chen, carpet and air-condition- 20 ACRES of farm land, has 2
ing. Has good cattle barn, smoke ponds, well, 14 acres in grass,
Phone 753-1323
house, garage and carport, ex- has real nice 3-bedroom brick
Before 5:00 p. m.
ti a good well, for $31,500.00. and siding house with 2-car
3-264
163 ACRE FARM near Dexter garage, located near Sugar
Has 100 acres cleared land, 1 Creek Church.
acre corn base, 1 acre tobacc WAYNE WILSON REALTY CO.,
base, under good fence, stock across from post office, Murray,
barn, grain house, two cribs, Kentucky,
Phone
753-3263.
good well, $26,500.00.
Nite phones: Wayne Wilson,
INCOME property located 2 753-5086; Edna Knight, 753blocks from down town, one- 4910; Bill Adams, 753-5647;
No Jobs to Smelt or Large
half block from hospital, school Charles McDaniel, 753-4805.
I, be- Appreciated
and Church. This consist of
Tree Estimates
ITC
house with 2 apartments and
Contact:
garage apartment with 2 apart- CUSTOM-BUILT four-bedr
ments on lot 103' x 200'. This tri-level home on nice lot facgives you a good place to live ing new school site. This qualand a $200.00 per month in- ity built home has two full
come plus lots of good garden ceramic baths, family room with
space. Will trade for small fireplace, entrance hall, carpet- llehmen II:00 a. m. and
50.. ws.
house house or farm.
ed living room bedroom level
IN BAGWELL Manor Subdivi- and formal dining room. BeauSi0/1 we have a nice 3-bedroom tiful kitchen with built in apbrick less than two years old. pliances, garage, central heat
Has extra large den, kitchen and air. Can be seen anytime
with dishwasher, range and dis- by calling 753-3903.
3-26-C
posal, carpet, central heat and
air, 2 ceramic tile baths, large NEW DUPLEX west of college
utility, carport. Has loan that by owner. 2 bedrooms, living
can be transferred, owner is room, dining-kitchen on both
sides. Also one side has 12 x
leaving town in August.
EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom tri- 25' den, carport, utility and 25'
level house on large lot, 1% x 26' patio. Opportunity to r
miles from Murray, has 2 baths, rental property, live in one side
garage, den, carpet, fireplace, and rent the other, 7534825.
H-1TC
range, air-conditioned, intera25c
com system, city water and pavTHREE-BEDROOM housi with
ed street, $22,500.00.
two baths, den, central heat
2 BEAUTIFUL wooded lots in
and air. Phone 753-3043.
Meadow Green Acres SubdiviH-J-26-C
sion, paved streets, city water.
These lots can be bought for
$4,000.00 for both lots.
FOR RENT
EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom brick
GET RID Of
located one block from Carter BY DAY, week or month, two
PESTS
School and 3 blocks from Uni- cottages at Pine Bluff Shores.
versity. Has large family room, One on lake front. Call 436living room, fireplace, central 2417.
3-28-C
heat and air, dishwasher, range,
ROACHES
disposal, carport, patio. $25,500. ONE 10' x 50' air-conditioned,
Carry Germs
NICE corner lot in Panorama all electric trailer on private
SPIDERS
Shores Subdivision. Has good lot. $70.00 per month. 18' x 42'
Are Poison
lake view, $1750.00.
two-bedroom, $45.00 per monTERMITES
th. Phone 489-3623.
3-24-C
THEE ARE only a few of the
Eat Your Home
many listings you will find at NICE TWO-BEDROOM duplex,
Locally owned and operatROBERTS REALTY where you dishwasher, disposal, air, range,
can always depend on a good carpet, $110.00 per month. Al- ed for 20 years. We can be
honest across the board trans. so 30-inch Tappan range for reached 24 hours a day.
action, no hidden clauses or sale. Phone 753-7550.
3-25-C
Call Today For FREE
under the table deals. Call Hoyt
Inspection
or Ray Roberts at 753-1651 or TWOZEDFU)OM frame house,
7S3-3914
Mee
unfurnished,
electric
heat.
come see us at 505 Main Street.
*likiiiWei-Chamber of
J-26-C Available now. References reOmatmerce and Builders
quired. Phone 753-6240. J-26-P
Association. LCP-193
ROOM
unfurnished
BY OWNER. Three-bedroom SEVEN
brick home on large lot. All house. Phone 753-1770. 3-28-C
electric, central air and heat.
A NICE shady location for a
Keeneland Subdivision. Phone
mobile home, electric or gas.
753-7525.
August4C
254 miles south of Murray off
KENTUCKY LAKE Lots for 641. Also a small furnished
sale: (100' x 200', $695); (85' a house for one OT two people,
Phone 7&13914
170', $495). Central water avail- one-half block off University
able, bike access and boat ramp, Campus. Phone 753-4646.
Located 100 So. 1001 St.
$10 down and $10 per month.
3-26-C
Take 121 southeast to New
Concord, then 444 northeast
to Keniana Shores, follow signs.
SERVICES OFFERED
August-8-C
Phone 436-3320.
WOULD LIKE to keep children ELECTROLUX SALES & SerBY OWNER: New four-bedroom in my home beginning Septem- vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
brick home with attached ga- ber 1st. References furnished M. Sanders. Phone 382•3176,
August-12-C
1-24-C Lynnville, Ky.
rage, two baths, central heat Phone 753-8283.
and air-conditioning, built-in
stove, dishwasher and garbage
disposal, carpet and seamless
floors throughout the house.
3-29-C
Phone 753-4763.

FARMERS

F

SHELL
ERVICE STATIONS
Will Remodel

BLACK TOP PAYING
Z. FARM
Phone 753-5502

SEPTIC TANK
PUMPING

Phone 474-2275
Jackie Rudolph

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

NOLF WANTED
WANTED: Night watchmen,
10:00 p. m. till 6:00 a. m. Good
pay. Inquire at Boone's Laundry
3-25-C
on Main.
WANTED: Young man to train
as restaurant manager. Must be
neat, have high school diploma
and able to furnish excellent
references. No phone calls. Apply in person only. Colonial
3-28-C
House Smorgasbord.
WANTED: Experienced dinner
cook and salad woman. Apply
in person, Bob Smorgasbord.
Highway 641, 2 miles South of
3-2/3-C
Kentucky Data.

1969 FRIGIDAIRE refrigerator,
14.6
cubic feet, white, used
NEU) WANTED
two months, $200. Also FrigidWANTED: Shampoo girl for aire electric stove, like new,
$75.00. Phone 753-6981. J-26-C
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays. Must have beauticians op- CARPETS and life too can be
erators license. Good salary. beautiful if you use Blue LusApply at Judy's Beauty Salon, tre. Rent electric shampooer
Bel Air Shopping Center.
$1. Big K.
3-28-C
3-26-C
14
FIBERGLASS
run-about
WANTED: Baby sitter in my with 40 HP motor and trailer.
home for seven month old baby hone 435,4745.
J-23-C
Also some light housework.
Must provide own transporta- 30-INCH WINDOW FAN. Like
tion. Phone 753-8173.
.1-28-C new. Phone 489-3851. TF-NC

WANTED: Mature baby sitter
from 8:00 a. m. till 4:00 p. m,.
beginning at start of school
required.
References
term.
1-24-C
Phone 753-8377.
EVENING FREE??? No experience needed to earn 23% commission demonstrating toys. No
investment.
Car
necessary
Write Toy Ladies Party Plan,
Johnstown, Pa. 15902.
H-J-24-P
WANTED: ErtlCrienced meat
cutter. Call 753-1698 after seven p. m.
3-24-C
SOMEONE to help with housecleaning each Thursday morning. Must be white and furnish
own transportation. Call 7531836.
3-24-C
AVON: If you need a good steady income, but can only work
part-time, sell Avon cosmetics.
Experience unnecessary. Call
753-5539 or write: Mrs. Evelyn
L Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist. 440,
Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ky.
42064.
H-J-25-C
EMPLOYMENT: Executi4 Director for economic development organization. Require
mens-Graduation from a fouryear college or university; experience in community, business, or government programs
with emphasis on planning and
project
implementation;
a
sound grasp of the principles
of economic development and
community organization. Sal
any, $12,000-$15,000. Also Economic Development Planner
Salary $10,000-$12,000. An equal
opportunity employer. Send for
application forms to Reed Conder, Purchase Area Development District, Benton, Ky.
42025.
J-26-C
.

LET'S
TAKE A
CHANCE
AND GO
IN

SPARE TIME
INCOME
Distributor
For This Area
lletome • distributor
in see W
AmeriCa'S largest and fastest 'rewind Industries. You will be distribsoling national b
products
Ni experience
required
All *c.
counh ere contracted fee and set
up by our company
You merely
restock locations with our national
brand products.

You Can Earn
$800 A Month
Or More
Based On Your
Effort
Inventory of 51,545 le SI,594 cash
required for inventory and equipment. You must nave • good car
and be able fis devote at least 4 te
If you are in11 hours per week
terested, nave the
desire, drive,
determination. and went to be successful m a growtng busineSs
your vent, write
today. Please
enclose name, address, and telephone number.
WELCOME INVESTIGATION

WE

NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTING CO.
435 So. Kimbrough
Springfield, Mo. 65806

WANTED TO RENT

WANTED TO RENT

STORAGE
AREA
For small amount of
furnittsre for about
one year.
Call 162-41119
l25P

BUT SUPPOSE
THE SHERIFF
. COMES?
NO
BATHING

SMALL DOGS; Fox Terrier and 1955 CHEVROLET, two-door
Rat Terrier, $10.00 each. Phone post. Good body, no rust. Has
3-26-C 401 Buick engine, three-speed,
753-2963.
bucket seats n front. Call 753KEEP carpets beautiful despite 4680 or see at 903 Vine after
footsteps of a busy family. Buy five p. m.
3-25-C
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
Biscayne,
CHEVROLET
1962
shampooer $1. Western Auto
Store, Home of "The Wishing two-door with luggage carrier.
3-26-P
Well",
3-26-C Phone 436-2194.
1967 FORD Falcon Club wagon,
long body, 11,000 actual miles.
Phone 753-4575.
3-26-C

BLACK CHECKER Giants and
American Chinchilla rabbits.
From registered and pedigreed
stock. Highland Oaks Rabbit
Farm. H. Bury, Almo, Ky., 7531861,
3-25-C

1965 CHEVROLET pick-up, V-8
straight shift, $1100.00. Phone
753-4647.
3-26-C

GE CLOTHES dryer. Phone 753- UPRIGHT deep freeze, 18 ft
8648 after 7:00 p. in. .1-24-C About one year old. Good condition. Phone 753-3914.• 3-26-C
NEED NEW ROOF-but short
of money, apply Hy-Klas fibrat- CABINET
21-inch
STYLE
ed asphalt aluminum. An amaz- screen, black and white teleing coating that seals holes, vision, good condition. See at
prevents moisture from getting 205 South 12th Street. J-26-NC
through. Reflects 80% of sun's
rays and reduces temperature ELECTRIC STOVE, refrigeratby 15 degrees. Serves as in- or, breakfast set and complete
sulation. Do the job for only bedroom suite. $65.00 for all.
3-26-C
3 cents a square foot. Ask Phone 753-5986.
about special 20 gallon drum
SINGER Touch and Sew. Sews
price at Hughes Paint Store.
and backward, makes
August-25-C forward
buttonholes, all fancy stitches.
BEIGE GE Washer. Like new. All without attachments. BalSelling in order to get a match- ance of $86.40 or payments of
ed set. Phone 753-8377. J-24-C $8.20 a month. Phone 753-8653.
J-30-P
ONE WEEK OLD female German Shepherd. Phone 753-8083 USED FRIGIDAIRE refrigerat3-24-C or, $25.00. Phone 753-5197. 1TC
after 5:00 p. in.
UNCLAIMED FREIGHT. Eight
new zig-zag sewing machines,
20 year guarantee. These machines make button holes, sew
on buttons, monograms, mends
and darns, bind hems, embroideries and makes fancy creative
designs. These nationally advertised machines will be sold
at a fraction of original value.
Now priced at only $32.22 full
price or terms arranged. For
free home trial call Paducah
collect 442-8605.
3-28-C

An automatic toothbrush
works on water power instead
of battery power or AC motor.
The "first of its kind" brush
operates by translating the
surge of water into energy, delivering a brushing action, of
1,200 strokes per minute. It's
designed for use with the same
firm's water pick, the handle
of the toothbrush snapping
easily onto the pick's handle.
(Aqua Tec).
• • •
A new eating utensil is designed specifically for use with
wide-mouth vacuum bottles.
The ladle spoon is made of
dishwasher-proof plastic that
can't scratch or break vacuum
fillers.

LATE MODEL Singer zig-sag
sewing machines in desk cabinet. Makes buttonholes, mends,
darns, embroideries, sews on
buttons and makes fancy designs. Needs no attachments,
10 year guarantee. Full plies
only $52.43 or terms of 0.50
per month. For free home
call Paducah collect 442-8605.

Chicago has hosted 24 national political conventions since the
Republican National Convention in 1860.
0**

Turquoise is the state gam
of New Mexico.

Says:moke
1Jusr CANT

GOOD USED play pen. Sell
cheap. Phone 753-5732 or see
at 1317 Poplar.
1-25-C

1965 MOBILE HOME. Threebedrooms, expandable living THREE NEW truck loads of
room, carpeted. On private lot carpet, special extra heavy Konear Murray State University dell polyester fiber, Jute back,
campus. Write Elsie Russell, $3.95 square yard. Commercial
Route 5, Cadiz, Ky. 42211 or type nylon jute back, $1.99
yard. Indoor-outdoor
call 522-8222.
3-26-P square
carpet, $2.75 square yard and
AKC REGISTERED Pekingese up. Paschall Discount House,i
female puppy, nine weeks old. Hazel, Ky. 492-9733.
1-25-P
Phone 753-4489 after 7:00 p.
1968 RIVERSIDE Motorcycle,
J-25-C
450 c. c. Telephone 753-7283.
314 FT CHER.0107 Boat, 20 HP
Johnson motor and
trailer' SOFA, matching chair and
Phone 436-2122.
J-25-P drapes. Phone 753-3058. 3-
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Over 100,000 Forest Fire
in 1964!

by Ernie Bushnuiller

I
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HAVE
AN IDEA-MAYBE THE
SHERIFF
WON'T
NOTICE US
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
NOT ONLY THAT, OL
TIMER --MEN' SAID THEY
COULD BE WANTING
MORE .'

YOU SAY SOME CITY FOLKS
BOUGHT
ROCKER AND
GAVE YOU FIVE

WHOLE DOLLARS
FOR IT

WONDER 0' WONDERS-WHAT PEOPLE WON'T DO
WITH THEIR MONEY! WELL...,
,)
THERE'S PLENTY MORE WHERE THAT CAME
FROM.

DON'T BE NAIVE.
SELL IT FOR LESS
AND WE LOSE
CASTE AS
ANTIQUE
DEALERS!

- Our Specialty -

HOUSE FOR SALE to settle
estate. 6-room, 3-bedroom brick
Radiant electric heat. air-confloors,
hardwood
ditioned,
drapes, fireplace, attached garage and paved driveway, large
lot, well landscaped, good location on west Olive Extended.
Phone 753-2214.
August-8-C

-• _

BEAUTIFUL HOUSE on Magnolia within a few blocks of
Murray State University. This
house has a large den, combination living and dining room,
all Tappan kitchen with dishwashee• three bedrooms, utlit,y
room, two baths, enteance hall
and patio. Extras include; beautiful cabinets in kitchen and
bath and carpeting throughdut.
In nice neighborhood, on large
tot. Phone 7534266 or see Milburn Outland.just outside of
_Um& in Jackson Acres
3-26-C
Subdivision.

Family Style DiRers
Includes . . .
ko'FReSH KENTUCKY LAKE CATFISH
wo KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAM
vo" FRESH FRIED CHICKEN
Hushpuppies - Cole Slaw and Different
Kinds of Vegetables
Milk - Iced Tea - Coffee

All You Can Eat and Drink
ADULTS
CHILD UNDER 14 YRS.
CHILD UNDER 7 YRS.

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
YOUR KIsi0g5
ARE GLOWING

IT'S
-M411#440-

??--GAsP.rITS A .

BLUSH!!

AH FOLLYED
YO'HERE,TO
GIVE YO'TH'
SAD NEWS-

DAISY MAE SAYS
OURKI NAIN'T
TH'PUFFICK
MARRIAGE NO MO?!
Er_

KO.

SHE SAID AH'D E!)E HAPPIER
WIF THEr'SARTiN
SO LES IT AWAY
FUM THET UGLY MESS 0'TI
A1.1' LEAD ME TO HER

somitoNv.

SWEET

$2.00
$115
1k for each year

KENTUCKY LAKE LODGE RESTAURANT
On Highway 44 in Aurora, Kentucky
, Serving Time: 5:00 to 10:00 p.m.;
1140 a.m.-Jo 9:00 p.m..

"
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Apollo....
(Continued From

Pupa

ono)

USS Arlington, an accompanying recovers-fleet ship where he
spent the night.
But space agency officials
said the new position would allow the Hornet to reach Honolulu with the astronauts in
their mobile quarantine trailer
between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m. EDT
Saturday, four or five hours earlier than originally planned.
The re-entry procedure was
the same — Armstrong, Aldrin
and Collins barrelled straight
in from the moon toward the
earth's atmosphere. The new
splashdown point was attained
by making the re-entry a little
more sloping.
Landing Successful
The straight-in landing was
accomplished successfully on
both Apollo 8 and 10 and the
astronauts' course back from
the Sea of Tranquillity was so
accurate a final maneuver to
correct its aim was unnecessary.

4-Frult of oak
9-Carpenter's
tool
12-Ventilate
13-Rascal
14-Hasten
15-Surgical saw
17-Mexican
dish
19-Finishes
21 Symbol for
tenurium
22-Develop
25-Negrito
27-Appellation of
Athens
31-Hurry
32-Causing sudden
surprise
34-Prefix: not
35-Hawaiian
airmen+
36-Aeriform fluid
37-Symbol for
tantaium
3611-Clieched by
means of.
41 Encountered
42-Periods of
time
43-Girl's nickname
44-Land
measure
45 Symbol for
tellurium
47 Mans
nickname
49 Antrnals
5.1 Native American
57 Anglo Saxon

3-Before
44s4an4 off Ireland
5-State of health
6-1(tng of Bashan
7-Wheel track
8-Tidy
9-The IOW
10-B11 111
11 -Tiny

16-C1urc5 bench
18-ftepests
20-Music- as written
22-Dirt
23-Report
24-Preposition
26-Country of
South America
28-Chinese mile
29-Go in
30 Semi-precious
stone
32-Place
33 Youngster
35 Rosters
39A continent
(ebb,I

4

•

58 Blemish
met „.1,-P,Ig

r tte

61 Amid conflict
62.8look of maps
rippiebworb fabric
DOWN
1 Flying mammal
1 Goddess of
healing

Needs Experienced

CASHIERS
APPLY IN PERSON.
HESTER
BRAKE
Porgs Batteries

PAEOC Will Meet

CROSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

UNCLE JEFF

BENTON, Ky., July 23 — A
preliminary hearing has been
set for Friday at 10:30 a.m.
hose for Homer Dunn, 86, who
Is charged with murder in connection with the shooting death
of 811 18-year-old McCracken
County youth Saturday night.
Dunn, who is represented by
McCracken County Attorney Joe
Grace, will be taken before
Marshall County Judge Pal
Howard for the hearing.
Dunn is charged with shooting James Richard Green, Oaks
Road, who was hit by a 22caliber bullet about 9:30 p.m.
and died about 10 minutes after
he was brought to a Paducah
hospital in the back seat of an
automobile.

During the 15-minute final July 31 At Murray
use Purchase Area EconoTV broadcast, Wednesday the
pilots told what the flight meant mic Opportunity Council will
to them. Their remarks showed hold a meeting Thursday,
July 31, at the Murray city
they knew that their lives nev
er would be the same, but they hall.
shunned any personal glory and
The session will be held at
thanked the scientists and en- 7:31 p.m.
gineers who designed and built
Curiae Brown, acting director, said the group's budget
their spaceship.
"We've come to the conclus- and other matters will be dinion that this has been far more
The group was granted new
than three men on a voyage t.)
the moon," Aldrin said. "More funds In May after having
still than the efforts of a gov- been Inactive since It was de.
ernment and industry team, funded In March by the Office
more even than the efforts of el Economic Opportunity.
one nation.
"We feel that this stands as a
symbol of the insatiable curios- ly. "I like to live a normal, private life and my intent is to
ity of all mankind to explore
take whatever action is necesthe unknown."
Because of the possibility — sary to insure that I continue
conceded remote — that the to do that," he told a reporter
moon might harbor germs that just before the flight.
could run wild on earth, elaborate quarantine plans were taken.
The astronauts were to be
washed down with antiseptic
after landing and rushed to a
sealed quarantine trailer on the
Hornet
President To Phone
Even the President would
have to offer his congratulations through a sealed glass
window in the end of the 3.5foot trailer and over a special
telephone to the inside.
The trailer will ride to Honolulu aboard the Hornet. It
will be lifted off by crane there,
transported to a waiting Aix
Force cargo plane and flown ta
Ellington Air Force Base near
Francisco Franco
Houston.
It will arrive sometime early
Sunday morning and the astronauts will enter a specially designed $11 million building —
known as the Lunar Receiving
Laboratory — to complete their
quarantine. If all goes well,
they will be allowed out Aug.
11.
After one day with their
families, the men of Apollo 11
will face the first of many pub-I
lie tributes for their feat.
Reports Find
Several hours before the TV
broadcast, scientists said a seismometer Aldrin and Armstrong
had set up on the moon had reported an "exciting find" —
either a moonquake or a meteoSuccesFRANCO SUCCESSOR
roid hitting the lunar surface.
If it were a moonquake, it sor to Generalissimo Franwould indicate that the moon, cisco Franco. ruler of Spain,
like earth, is a live celestrial reportedly will be 31-yearbody with a hot core producing old Prince Juan Carlos of
Bourbon tabovei, grandson
stresses below the surface.
The spacemen have all ex- of Spain's last king. The
pressed reservations about be- prince has been groomed in
ing thrust into the limelight by Spanish statecraft to take
the flight of Apollo 11.
- office on the death or retireCollins out it the most blunt- ment of the Spanish dictator
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

151 Sams rwer
40-Ethiopian lithe '
41-Mastei of
52 Posed for
ceremonies
portrait
(abbr.)
54 Electrified
44-Conjunction
particle
46-Girt's name
48-Emmets
56 Man s nickname
49-Nod
59 Pretis not
50-Period of time

- - 9 a. m. - 9 p. in.
12:30 to 6:30 p. m.

Store Hours: Monday-Saturday
Sunday
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